QuickClean
The safe and easy way to remove scale

Hard water causes scale to form in equipment that heat or freeze water.
When scale forms on heating elements, it reduces it’s efficiency and shortens
the life of the equipment. QuickClean quickly and affordably removes scale
from steamers, coffee brewing equipment, ware washers and other
appliances.
QuickClean is non-toxic and doesn’t harm or burn skin or clothing like
conventional de-liming acids. Additionally, QuickClean is environmentally safe
and can be poured down the drain where it is sewer system disposable.
QuickClean is all natural and FDA approved. It contains Citryne® which is a
food grade biodegradable formulation that eliminates scale build-up.
When combined with in-coming water to equipment, de-liming is achieved
without costly breakdown and equipment disassembly.
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QuickClean
The safe, simple, smart and affordable way to
remove scale from foodservice equipment.
70% of all water
problems in a
commercial kitchen
are caused by scale.

Scale = Energy Loss!
Scale Elimination = Savings!
Scale problems cost customers money in a
number of areas. Expensive equipment is the
first to fall prey to scale buildup. This problem
forces equipment owners to spend exorbitant
amounts of money on service calls and
equipment replacement. In addition, increase in
scale build up raises energy costs and renders
ineffective utilization of water and energy.
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Easy to Use
QuickClean
contains Citryne® which is an
activated citric acid blend. It is
FDA approved, biodegradable
and environmentally safe.

QuickClean comes in pre-packaged, convenient 2.0 oz.,
7.0 oz., and 2.2 lb. heat sealed packets. Mixed with water,
the QuickClean formulation is drawn into the appliance
for the recommended time. When de-liming is done,
simply flush the appliance with fresh
water.
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